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Timeline to Return Jan. 11 – Pre-K, K-8, BCS Hybrid Return
BPS recommends a first day return to a hybrid environment for K-8 
on Monday, Jan. 11. BPS will review data on Wednesday, Jan. 6 to 
confirm no drastic spikes in cases in age bands and no state 
restrictions are in place that would prohibit a safe return.
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Jan. 19 – 9-12 Hybrid Return 
A high school hybrid start is recommended for Tuesday, Jan. 19, 
should it be allowed by the state. In addition, BPS will consider data 
points (14-18 age band data and trends) and staffing capacity will be 
evaluated as this date approaches. 

Special Education Returns 
Jan. 11 – ECSE and K-8 CI and ASD full day classes return. Schedules provided to families by teachers. 
Jan. 11 – K-8 LRC hybrid return. Students follow general education hybrid schedule. 
Jan. 19 – High school AI and CI full day return. 
Jan. 19 – High school LRC hybrid return. Students follow general education hybrid schedule.
Jan. 19 – Post secondary return. Students follow previous a.m./p.m. hybrid schedule. 



BCS, Middle and High School Schedule Shift  
BPS is recommending a shift for BCS, middle and high schools from the a.m./p.m. cohorts 
to a two full day/week with one all-virtual day model. This will allow for:

1. Increased instruction time

2. OSTC alignment 

3. Solution to transportation challenges   

4. Consistency in schedules 

5. Long term transition planning  
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A/B schedule 
BCS, middle and high school students would be separated into two cohorts, with Cohort A 
attending Monday and Thursday and Cohort B attending Tuesday and Friday. Wednesday would 
serve as an all-virtual day. CI and ASD middle and high school students would be in one cohort 
attending all days. 



BVA and Remote Options 
Commitments made this fall through March 12 will be honored and a wait list is being 
maintained for those requesting a Birmingham Virtual Academy (BVA) placement at the 
elementary level. BPS continues efforts to increase BVA capacity through the hiring of 
new staff. This is a hiring area that is challenging to fill but we remain committed to 
doing all we can to expand options to meet the needs of families during this pandemic. 

Middle and high school students, as well as BCS students, have the option to live-stream 
into classes as a remote alternative to in-person/hybrid learning.

Anyone with concerns regarding in-person or virtual options available should contact 
their building administrator. Building administrators can work with families to review 
options and address the educational needs of a student. 
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Communicating Status Changes 
Each Monday, BPS will provide a data update publicized on the website. If a framework 
status change is indicated at any time, BPS will communicate this change in a District email 
and on the website. Framework status applies to the whole District and is not broken into 
parts or levels. In order to give families, students and staff time to plan, no change will take 
place immediately. A minimum of 3 days will be used to communicate and implement a 
framework status change.

The BPS Superintendent makes the final decision on BPS status, with input from the BPS Central Leadership 
Team. The Board of Education has approval of the framework (Slides 12-15) and safety practices implemented 

by the District. 
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Framework Status Updates  
Considering feedback from stakeholders, including Health Advisory Board members and BEA leadership, BPS is 
focusing on returning students to the classroom and keeping students in school as a priority. To achieve this, 
BPS has updated data points to identify risks to student and staff safety at the cohort, classroom, grade and 
building levels. The outcome of this approach is smaller closures without impacting the entire District. 

Updates to data include:

• Age band data per 100,000 to better understand case rates in elementary, middle, high school and staff-age 
levels. 

• Infection rate to better determine trends in weeks ahead. 

• BPS-specific cases to proactively mitigate spread and address staffing capacity. 

• Removal of the HGHI metric, with a focus instead on direct OCHD and BPS data. 
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Note
Data for COVID-19, both in content and availability, have changed throughout the pandemic. 
Data is more readily available today and more specific to trends, ages and communities. BPS 
commits to continuing to learn and grow with the data in the interest of serving students. 



Data Considerations
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• Does MDHHS allow for in-person instruction? 
• Are age bands lower than 35 cases per 100,000 

AND is the Infection Rate less than 1? 
• If No, consideration of level-only 

temporarily closure pending spike decrease. 
These numbers per 100K drive BPS 
Framework status. 

• Is BPS able to adequately staff buildings?
• If No, only classrooms or specific programs 

temporarily closed.
• Is the County at level A, B, C or D? 

• Is BPS free of outbreaks? 
• If No, only affected schools, classes or 

programs are temporarily closed.
• Are hospitalization rates less than 20 percent?
• Are death rates less than 5 percent?
• Is Healthcare capacity strong or stable?
• Is OCHD Testing, Tracing and Containment strong 

or stable?
• Is Oakland County Case Positivity lower than 10 

percent? 
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BPS Revised Data Dashboard



Leading our Decision-Making
BPS survey data reinforced the need to consider other factors outside of COVID-only 
health statistics in back-to-classroom decisions. While data points aid in determining 
physical health risks and remain vital, BPS will take ‘other considerations’ into account 
and communicate these when appropriate in our weekly data reports posted on the 
website. 

The ‘Other Considerations’ category includes: 

- Student emotional and mental wellbeing 

- Consistency of learning

- Academic support and growth for students struggling with virtual learning 

- Food and childcare needs  

- Adult supervision challenges around at-home learning 
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10BPS COVID-19 OVERALL Framework Status: All Virtual 

Primary Drivers 
MDHHS Safe Start Phase 4 – K-8 allowed in person

Dec. 9, 2020 
OCHD Age band data and community data, 
converted to cases per 100,000
*These numbers drive BPS Framework status

0-4: 8/100k              30-59: 58/100k 
5-9: 12/100k            BPS Community: 52
10-13: 18/100k       Oakland County: 51
14-18: 41/100k
19-29:  74/100k

COVID Act Now Infection Rate (Trend) 0.85 (down from last week) 
Secondary Drivers

BPS Staff Quarantines and Isolations
Quarantines and Isolations: 
12 

BPS Building Occurrence and Outbreaks over 7 
days

Building occurrences: 3 
Outbreaks: 0

County Status Letter E 
OCHD Hospitalization Rate – Two week Case 
Frequency

1.4% (up from previous) 

OCHD Death Rate – Case Frequency .71% (up from previous)

OCHD Healthcare Capacity Strength Below capacity

OCHD Testing, Tracing, Containment Infrastructure Strong

7- Day Case Positivity Rate in Oakland County 
13.23% (down from last 
week)

Other considerations
Consistency for students and 
families 

Questions Y N

Does MDHHS allow for in-person instruction? 

Does school age band data generally show less 
than 35 cases per 100,000 each with an infection 
rate less than 1? 
This is a key driver in determining BPS Framework 
status. Infection rates over the last several weeks 
may be considered. 

Is BPS able to adequately staff buildings? 
If No, only classrooms or specific programs 
temporarily closed. 

Is BPS free of outbreaks?  
If No, only affected classes, schools or programs 
are temporarily closed.

Is the County at level A, B, C or D? 
Level E recommends virtual instruction. However, 
if this is the sole No, in-person may continue.

Are hospitalization rates less than 20 percent?

Are death rates less than 5 percent?

Is Healthcare capacity strong or below capacity?

Is OCHD Testing, Tracing and Containment strong?

Is Oakland County Case Positivity lower than 10 
percent? 

Data considerations

Updated 12/13/2020

35+ cases in an age band is 
cause for consideration to 
close a level temporarily. 
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BPS Status Framework Recommendation



In-Person
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Special 
Education

Pre-K and 
Elementary

Full in-person

Middle
High School and 
Post Secondary

High Risk*

In Person virtual learning options
• Virtual Academy option available for SE and Elementary (K-5)
• Livestreaming available for Middle School (6-8) and High School (9-12)

Athletics

Full in-person
MHSAA rules

Afterschool Clubs and 
Enrichment

Full in-person with 
virtual option

Full in-person

BPS school-aged band cases less than 1 per 100,000 

Full in-person
BCS 3-4 in-person

Full in-person
BCS 5-8 in-person

Full in-person



Hybrid – Less Restrictive* 
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Hybrid/Full in-person
* Age band data 
considered as well as 
secondary drivers. 

In Person: 
ECSE 
K-12 ASD and CI 
Post Secondary 

Hybrid Hybrid

High Risk

Hybrid – Less Restrictive virtual learning options
• Virtual Academy available option for SE and Elementary (K-5)
• Livestreaming available for Middle School (6-8) and High School (9-12)

High School and 
Post Secondary 

Middle/BCS
Pre-K and 

Elementary
Special Education

Athletics
Afterschool Clubs and 

Enrichment
In-person
MHSAA rules followed

In-person 
MDHHS rules for gathering
limits followed

Virtual

* Less Restrictive definition: Flexibility on social distancing to allow for full return or 
return of more students; increased afterschool enrichment where appropriate; PPE 
required Pre-k through post secondary; all safety protocols in place where able. 

BPS school-aged band cases between 2-10 per 100,000
Overall BPS community cases must be considered  



Hybrid – Restrictive*
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K-5 Hybrid
BCS 3-4 Hybrid 
Pre-k class size limits 

In Person: 
ECSE 
K-12 ASD and CI 
Post Secondary 

6-8 Hybrid
BCS 5-8 Hybrid 

Hybrid* or Virtual
* Hybrid considered if cases 
are declining and secondary 
drivers indicate a safe 
return. 

Hybrid - Restrictive virtual learning options
• Virtual Academy option available for SE and Elementary (K-5)
• Livestreaming available for Middle School (6-8) and High School (9-12)

High Risk
High School and 
Post Secondary

Middle
Pre-K and 

Elementary
Special Education

Athletics
Afterschool Clubs and 

Enrichment

Virtual

In-person
MHSAA Rules

MDHHS rules for gathering are 
followed
Priority consideration given to outdoor 
events and educational, small group 
activities

* Restrictive definition: full 6-foot social distancing in place; PPE required Pre-k 
through post secondary; all safety protocols in place. 

BPS school-aged band cases between 11-35 per 100,000 



All Virtual
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All Virtual
• Virtual Academy continues
• Classes K-12 continue virtually 

VirtualIn-person evaluations 
only, when necessary

Virtual Virtual

High Risk
High School and 
Post Secondary

Middle
Pre-K and 

Elementary
Special Education

Athletics
Afterschool Clubs and 

Enrichment

Virtual

Virtual
YMCA programming may continue
Small rentals may continue

MHSAA guidance, likely 
suspended 

BPS school-aged band cases over 35 per 100,000
BPS community cases considered


